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Backup Licenses
OL Connect Send
Included in subscription but not in perpetual licenses

* See detailed Overview

Optional

Included

OL Connect Options
OL Connect is a technology available in three product variations–PrintShop Mail Connect, PlanetPress Connect
and PReS Connect. This document is intended to help understand the options and features available for each
solution. Some options are included as standard, others can be purchased separately. In some cases, a product
upgrade may be required. Upgrading from one product is possible and templates compatibility, subject to
supported features, is assured.
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Options

Imaging
Imaging is an additional option that allows you to create PDFs, TIFFs, and JPEGs for archiving purposes. Each file
is dynamically indexed using key data, which means you can find documents easily.
When output is created, a dynamic folder can be generated by using variables, including date and time. In the
event that you do not have a Document Management System (DMS), Imaging allows you to easily find your
documents using File Explorer.
Imaging supports several PDF job options. It allows you to easily create different types of PDFs (PDF/A, PDF/X
and PDF/VT) while giving you the ability to set specific options depending on what you wish to do with the
file (smaller file size, security, dynamic control, metadata embedding, etc.). Information can be dynamically
embedded into the PDF, allowing it to be viewed in PDF readers. You can also dynamically control security
with multiple levels of permission, allowing attributes such as : content copying, printing, form filling, password
encryption, etc.
PlanetPress Search is included as a basic Document Management System, allowing you to search index data
directly. Above all, PlanetPress Imaging can specifically prepare documents for your DMS.

META

PDF
META

PDF/A, PDF/X, PDF/VT –
archiving purposes,
metadata encryption,
security features
High quality and integrity of
documents and metadata

JPG
META

Medium quality and
integrity of documents

TIFF
META

Low quality and integrity
of documents

Example: Thanks to Imaging’s advanced archiving capabilities, customer service teams can easily search for
documents if a client has a problem with a specific order. The reduction in time spent finding clients’ documents
means the same resources can be used to answer a higher volume of customer service inquiries.
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Optimised Output
Optimised Output provides real benefits when printing documents in batches.
It allows you to speed up your printing processes by creating smaller files. Instead of having resources (such as
the logo, fonts, etc.) stored multiple times in a document, Optimised Output creates and reuses a single copy of
the resources for a batch of documents. This makes the file smaller and faster for transfer and printing.
Although there are different printing formats and printer types, OL Connect Technology can support the
majority of them in optimised mode–including PostScript, AFP,* PDF, PCL, PPML, VPS, IPDS.*
* Not available with PlanetPress Connect.

WITHOUT OPTIMISED OUTPUT

Document resources are included in
every document, making the batch
very heavy and slow to print

WITH OPTIMISED OUTPUT

1x

Document resources are included in
the batch only once, making it smaller
and more efficient to print

Example: A company prints a batch of documents with the company logo on each one of them. If the output is
not optimised, graphical elements, such as the logo or font, will be included in each document. This makes the
print file very large, taking up more disk space and using more network bandwidth when sent to the printer. The
printer will be less efficient in handling larger print jobs, which may result in those jobs having to be regenerated
from scratch in smaller batches.
If the output is optimised, those repeated graphical elements can be marked as reusable, and used only once for a
whole batch. As a result, the file size is dramatically decreased, using less disk space and less network bandwidth.
The printer is more likely to be able to process the complete batch, thereby enhancing the printer’s efficiency.
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Performance Packs
Performance packs are options that can be added to your OL Connect licences. They increase key productivity
settings to help you get better performance.
Performance packs give a boost to two different productivity settings: Parallel Jobs and Speed
Parallel Jobs are the number of jobs that can be processed simultaneously
Speed is the maximum speed of print, email, web or mobile output creation
OL Connect can balance the number of parallel jobs with speed to ensure that your productivity is optimised.
These configurations can be modified if ever the need arises, ensuring our customers remain in control of their
systems and processes.

How it works
TIME

JOBS

Parallel Jobs use the power of your computer to process multiple
jobs at the same time resulting in faster end to end processing,
saving time.

Speed determines the maximum rate at which each job is
generated allowing more jobs to be processed in the same time,
improving productivity.
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PARALLELISED

TIME SAVED

PRODUCTIVITY GAINED

Options
Automation
Medium volume
Recurring jobs

On-demand needs
Day to day operations with rare peaks

Transactional business communications
Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

PlanetPress Connect

6

3,000

+1 Performance Pack

7

7,000

Automation
High volume
Multiple complex concurrent jobs

Enterprise communications

Peaks management with very high
volume
Need to eliminate bottlenecks
Clustered environment

Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

PreS Connect

16

10,000

+1 Performance Pack

24

20,000

+2 Performance Pack

32

40,000

+3 Performance Pack

64

80,000

One-off-non-recurring jobs
Small batches
Optimized speeds

Promotional communications
Maximum Speed (subscription license)*

Maximum Speed (full license)*

PrintShop Mail Connect

250

1,000

+1 Performance Pack

1,250

3,000

+2 Performance Pack

2,250

5,000

+3 Performance Pack

3,250

7,000

Design your own forms
Initiate workflow from a mobile device
Host your own information for security

Mobile workforce automation
Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

Capture OnTheGo Starter

4

300

+1 Performance Pack

5

750

+2 Performance Pack

6

1,800

*Maximum speeds relate to the final output creation stage of any job which means they apply to the creation of print (pages/minute), email (per minute), mobile & web
pages (per minute) after all pre-processing steps have been completed. Complex documents will reduce maximum speeds as will underpowered computer hardware, so
they cannot be guaranteed. Optimising templates and processes as well as increasing hardware (RAM, CPUs, SSDs etc.) will increase the speed of processing jobs. PReS
Connect supports the ability to use multiple PCs in a cluster allowing lower specification computers to help with performance.
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Enterprise Output (AFP/IPDS)
OL Connect can support optimised output formats (AFP and IPDS) for those looking to maximise control over their
print production.
IPDS stands for Intelligent Print Data Stream. It is a bidirectional communication protocol where the software knows
the status of the pages sent to the printer, making it important for high volume production printers.
AFP stands for Advanced Function Presentation. It is a technology that allows documents to be rendered reliably on
any device because any missing resources can be requested and delivered automatically. It is primarily used in large
enterprises–insurance, banking and other mission critical industries that need to have reliable reproduction across
their print and viewing environments, along with page-level integrity in the production environment.
AFP supports other industry-standard data formats using the concept of object containers; examples are TIFF, GIF, JPEG
(JFIF), EPS and PDF. These container objects can be mixed on an AFP page with native AFP objects such as BCOCA, AFP
GOCA, IOCA and PTOCA, along with other resource objects such as ICC profiles for colour management.

OL CONNECT CONSISTS OF A NUMBER OF AFP FUNCTIONALITIES, WHICH COMPRISE
THE FOLLOWING DATA STREAM AND DATA OBJECT SUB-ARCHITECTURES:
MO:DCA
IPDS
AFP Line Data

Mixed Object Document Content Architecture;
formerly referred to as AFPDS
Intelligent Printer Data Stream Architecture
AFP Line Data Architecture

BCOCA

Bar Code Object Content Architecture

CMOCA

Colour Management Object Content
Architecture

FOCA
AFP GOCA
IOCA
PTOCA
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*

Font Object Content Architecture
Graphics Object Content Architecture for AFP
Image Object Content Architecture
Presentation Text Object Content Architecture

*Barcodes are provided by the
OL Connect barcode library.

Options

Load Balance (Batch Printing)
Batch Printing is typically needed for print services–in large organisations with a central production environment,
that need to manage or print a large volumes of printing jobs from various documents sources and departments.
A group of separate documents might be included in a single print job processed more efficiently for
professional production.

LARGE VOLUME

GROUP OF SEPARATE DOCUMENTS

Example: Larger print jobs can be split into multiple batches to print in parallel–typically a Print Services Provider
that has multiple smaller printers instead of a high speed printer. This feature can also be used to split a large
document stream into groups of multiple smaller jobs to be produced at specific scheduled times or for specific
needs (e.g. group into batches by postal code).
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Workflow - Process and Communication Automation
Workflow provides a graphical user interface for the automation of the processing, distribution and printing
of all tasks related to business-critical documents. Workflow can interact seamlessly with your current systems
and cuts down on coding and development by enabling automation capabilities that are lacking in business
document creation applications.
Workflow’s powerful technology makes it possible to capture data streams from almost any source (raw data,
emails, PDFs, web forms, printer driver, etc.) to trigger and execute many kinds of business processes based on
the information found. Business documents can automatically be generated, distributed via any channel and
archived, while allowing significant customer communication improvements. Captured information can be
processed and sent anywhere required (to e-forms, e-docs, EDI, DMS, ECM, ERP systems). Automated tasks can
be linked to third-party applications and are compatible with virtually any host system.
*Workflow option for PrintShop Mail Connect requires a licence upgrade.

CONNECT
DATA

PDF

ALMOST FROM ANY SOURCE

ROUTE,
APPROVE,
WORKFLOW
& STORE

COMPOSE
INTERACTIVE:
TRIGGER & PROCESS

E-FORMS

CAPTURE
ONLINE

DISTRIBUTE

EMAIL
PRINT

Data repository
Database conversion
Document input
PDF handling tools
Metadata features
Numerous data sources
Multiple output options
Extended scripting capabilities
HTTP Server/Client
SOAP connectivity
Bidirectional communications
Cluster printing
Job splitter
Reprints
Extended logging capabilities
Unlimited custom variables

Example: Take the example of a local government authority printing 1.2 million documents a year. By using
workflow they can automate certain print runs to start at a specified time. That means that they can schedule a
large print run, like Revenues and Benefits, to begin at 4 a.m. so that when they started their shift at 9 a.m., the
print run is complete and is being sent to the mailroom to begin its next process. By using Workflow, they can
maximise their daily print output, allowing them to take on more ad hoc print jobs from other organisations in
the community.
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Input (Data Mapping)
OL Connect DataMapper is the missing link between your data and your customer communications. It allows
you to extract and read almost any kind of data regardless of where it comes from. You can use data from
multiple sources and output it in a single format.
The DataMapper maps and extracts information to create a Unified Data Model, which is made available when
designing Connect document templates for print, email, web and mobile communications. This means your
source data can be used to provide data-driven automated customer communication processes.

Simplified wizard for Database,
CSV, Excel and XML (flat)
XML data mapping
Text data mapping
PDF/PS data mapping
Including PDF/VT structure
JSON data mapping
PCL data mapping
AFP data mapping
Optional

Included

For example, the DataMapper takes the PDF invoice
that outputs from a customer’s system and maps
the relevant information into a data model. That
model is then available to compose any number
of documents or communications, HTML invoices,
customer portals, and even better designed and
enhanced print invoices. Once the data is mapped
and the invoice is composed, it is sent out every
month, week, day, on-demand, forever or until the
customer decides otherwise.
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Backup license (1/2)
A backup license* is an additional license** intended for customers who want to minimise
downtime risk for their critical business processes.
During downtime, automated processes that are vital to your business are affected. In turn, you lose revenue
and data, and damage can be done to your reputation. There may even be legal liabilities. As downtime is
unavoidable, you need to focus on minimizing its duration through a directly available backup system without
having to rely on external entities.
An OL Connect backup license can be used in the event of human or configuration error or hardware failure.
As the main license is activated through an individual magic number (linked to the hardware it was originally
installed on), transferring the whole license structure to another device would be time-consuming because it
would require a new licence registration number.
By purchasing a backup license, you can be back online within minutes, regardless of the circumstances. Be
prepared with defined procedures and set rules that ensure adequate types of configuration backups are made.
The OL Connect Product and Option licenses are available as backup licenses, matching in most cases the
configuration you have for production.
*Backup licenses are available for all products and options, except Printshop Mail and PrintShop Mail Connect.
**Main software license is needed.

NORMAL
OPERATION

BACKUP SERVER
ENABLED

BACKUP SERVER

(IP / Name replicated to
autoredirect data)
BACKUP SERVER

OUTPUT /
COMMUNICATIONS
Replicate
templates and
processes

ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS
Data

ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS

OUTPUT /
COMMUNICATIONS
SERVER
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Data

SERVER
(Failled)
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Backup license (2/2)
Challenges
Consequences of downtime: Resources are not accessible, leading to loss of revenue and data, as well as
damage to your reputation and possible legal liabilities.
Lost revenue: A small company loses on average $8,580 per hour of downtime; this average can easily
surpass over half a million dollars/pounds for a large enterprise.
Quality of service: Your customers are not satisfied, you lack control, and your customer relations and
company image are negatively affected for the long term.
Data loss: There is the potential to lose transactional, financial or customer data.

Benefits
You can continue to access your most important resources.
The customer experience, customer relations and the company’s credibility remain intact.
Investments and setups for critical processes and communication are not lost.
Legal risks are minimised.
You can be back in production in minutes.

Example: Take the example of a print service provider with several big customers who outsource their invoicing
to that provider.
Due to a hardware failure on the computer that hosts PlanetPress Connect to automate the printing and
batching of invoices, the print service provider needs to inform the customers of a delay. Internal processes
come to a grinding halt, as many aspects of the business are impacted in a domino effect.
On top of lost productivity, having to inform the customer of a delay in service significantly affects the customer
relationship and might lead to loss of business.
With a backup license and proper testing and backup, the company can switch to another (virtual) machine in
minutes. The interruption, which could have been major, goes unnoticed by customers.
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OL Connect Send
OL Connect Send is a Windows printer driver that allows for the submission of documents and data by business
users from any Windows desktop application over the Web.
The printer driver can be used to create custom interactive workflows at a centralized location. With the licensed
version, a web page is requested and displayed in the user’s browser, where job-specific information can be
entered. The information from this web page tells OL Connect Workflow what to do next.

Key benefits
Works with virtually any Windows systems, such as ERPs, CRMs and LOBs
No need for modifications to existing business systems
No changes in work habits, as users will keep printing as usual
OL Connect Send is an option available for PlanetPress Connect and PReS Connect and comes in two versions:
Licensed version has the following additions

Unlicensed
Can be used by any user and any domain
No usage limits
Job compression
Free of charge

Web-aware

Interactivity
Job and user information
Web-aware
User validation
Click-charge or user mode
Compression

Bidirecional
communication

Interactive

Job info

User validation

OL® Connect Send
OL® Connect Send (Licensed)

Example: OL Connect Send can be used within the following verticals and applications:
Ad hoc print and mail consolidation
Desktop capture over the Internet for remote workers, centralized processing, printing and mail
Virtual stationery and mail consolidation
EDI onboarding and other e-transactions (Peppol, Chorus, Zugferd) for outbound documents, such as invoices
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